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Thunderobot BT Gamepad G50 (black)

Wireless Controller / Thunderobot G50 Gamepad (Black)
Ready  for  an  amazing  gaming  experience?  The  Thunderobot  G50  Gamepad  utilizes  a  Raytheon  integrated  circuit  that  optimizes  its
performance, allowing you to seamlessly conquer new levels and explore undiscovered corners of the gaming world! G50 features two
independent motors responsible for vibrations, making in-game events even more realistic, surprising, and shocking. Choose from three
different modes to achieve your goals! The controller grips have a laser-etched texture to prevent slipping and are resistant to sweat.
Want  to  stand  out?  The  upper  side  panels  are  interchangeable  -  you  can  add  character  to  your  gamepad  with  various  Thunderobot
overlays! Playing on your phone or Nintendo Switch? Find out below why G50 is the perfect choice.
 
Bluetooth 5.0
You know that feeling when you do a dodge at the same time in the game and in reality? With wireless connectivity, you can experience
the whole gamut of emotions without any limitations. Take the pad triumphantly into the air with Bluetooth 5.0, thanks to which you can
connect  to  your  Switch,  phones,  but  also  to  your  PC!  The  latency  is  comparable  to  wired  controllers  providing  you  with  fantastic
synchronization of the pad with the game.
 
3 Operating Modes
The Thunderobot G50 gives you the option to use three different modes. The first is the standard mode, recognizable by the blue circle
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around  the  joystick.  The  second  is  the  TURBO mode,  which  allows  you  to  continuously  shoot  without  repeatedly  pressing  the  button,
extending the lifespan of  your  gamepad.  In  this  mode,  the circle  lights  up in  red.  The programmer mode,  indicated by a  pink border,
allows you to customize the buttons to your preferences, making gamepad usage even more natural for you.
 
High-Quality Construction
The gamepad has been crafted with attention to detail  and the use of  high-quality  materials  to ensure your enjoyment for  as long as
possible.  Durable  plastic  with  different  textures,  rubberized  and  illuminated  elements  make  the  controller  stand  out  with  minimalist
elegance while maintaining interesting accents. The ergonomic design ensures comfortable grip, allowing you to play without discomfort.
 
Buttons and Joysticks
The joysticks feature a rubberized textured surface that prevents your thumbs from slipping. Their operation is smooth, with the right
amount of responsiveness, just like the bumpers and triggers. The gamepad includes a D-pad, ABXY buttons, as well as HOME, TURBO,
MODE, BACK, and start buttons. Additionally, there are 4 buttons on the back and 2 at the front bottom to adjust the brightness of the
backlight and vibration intensity.
 
Included
Constroller
Cable
User manual
Brand
Thunderobot
Model
G50
Color
Black
Bluetooth version
5.0
Compatibility
Nintendo Switch, iOS, Android, PC

Price:

Before: € 47.5026

Now: € 37.99

Gaming, Gaming controllers
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